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ENow launches Compass- New Active Directory Management Solution

ENow, a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, launches Compass - a new Active Directory
Management Solution designed to help organizations proactively monitor their infrastructure.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) August 18, 2011 -- ENow, a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner specializing in
infrastructure consulting and development of software to simplify Microsoft system management, announced
the much anticipated launch of Compass, a new Microsoft Active Directory Management solution.

ENow's Compass is designed to help organizations proactively monitor their Active Directory infrastructure,
including replication monitoring and verifying DNS configuration. Compass includes a suite of reports that
ensure the critical resources of an organization are adequately protected. The robust reporting capabilities were
designed to save time when preparing for an IT audits.

Compass is built on top of the award winning One Look management platform which features a customizable
dashboard with red, yellow, and green lights indicating the health of each monitored server. The One Look
solution enables IT support staff to proactively monitor servers in real time. In addition, ENow’s management
platform is also popular for its customizable reporting, which gives administrators complete flexibility in not
only how they create reports, but also how they disseminate the information. “Traditional reporting products
only allow you to email a report, resulting in static data,” explains Jay Gundotra, CEO of ENow. “But with
Compass Personalized Dashboards, each key role in your organization can have access to a customized
dashboard that meets their needs and automatically updates.” This unique feature empowers help desk
personnel to better service their users and improve response time.

“After the success of Mailscape, our Exchange Monitoring and Reporting product, we have an international
customer base spanning 27 countries. These companies expressed a strong interest in having us to replicate our
approach for Active Directory,” states Jay. “Compass was created with the same core ingredients,
comprehensive monitoring and reporting features combined with our personalized dashboards. This approach
provides Help Desk operators with the ability to quickly diagnose a problem and deliver critical information
needed to proactively manage Active Directory and avoid costly downtime.”

Signup online to request a Compass trial.

About ENow
ENow is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner focused on helping companies implement the latest Microsoft
technologies and developing software tools to simplify the job of an IT administrator. The company’s flagship
product, Mailscape, is an award winning Exchange monitoring and reporting tool that provides a dashboard
view of the messaging environment. For more information, call 1-877-TRY-ENOW, email us at
info(at)enowinc(dot)com, or visit us at www.enowinc.com.
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Contact Information
Rachel Ergo
ENow, Inc.
(714) 265-7715

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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